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Welcome to the second issue of the SPRING newsletter!

As our project is �nishing its second year we have reached

halfway of its lifespan. Despite the worldwide COVID-19

situation, all SPRING consortium partners are progressing with

high speed to meet the set milestones. 

This second newsletter will inform you about  our latest

research results, showcasing two exciting physicist, explain

you our latest outreach communication activities, and which

events we attended in the past 12 months. 

Thank you for subscribing to our newsletter, visiting our

webpage and following us on Twitter and Instagram. We like

meeting you there!
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THE SPRING PROJECT

The SPRING project combines recent scienti�c breakthroughs from six European consortium

members to fabricate custom-crafted magnetic graphene nanostructures and test their potential as

basic elements in quantum spintronic devices. The targeted long-term vision is the development of

an all-graphene – environmentally friendly – platform where we aim to use spins for transporting,

storing, and processing information.

The EU-funded H2020 project SPRING grants us €3.5 million to develop new graphene-based

magnetic components that contribute to the creation of faster and environmentally friendly

electronic devices. The coordination institute of our international research project is CIC nanoGUNE

(ES) in partnership with IBM (CH), University of Santiago de Compostela (ES), Technical University of

Delft (NL) and University of Oxford (UK), and Donostia International Physics Center (ES).

The six interdisciplinary European consortium partners 



.

RESEARCH EXCHANGE

In October 2021, the nanoGUNE SPRING team welcomed 1rst year PhD student Adrián Martinez from

the CIQUS organic chemistry department at University of Santiago de Compostela - USC - in their

labs. Adrian's two-week stay was the attempt to create a fruitful research exchange with the aim to

gain a deeper understanding of the on-surface reactions of the precursors that our partner at USC is

researching on.

Adrián helped the team to improve the understanding of the design and the synthetic process that is

behind on each molecular precursor. In exchange, Adrián brings back a better understanding of the

different deposition techniques and the importance of low and high temperature differences for

their molecules. From this visit, new strategies for the design of new molecular precursors were

elaborated. 

Hands-on exchanges of knowledge about tools and techniques in science is crucial and we are

looking forward to setting up more meetings of SPRING partners in the future. 



MEET A PHYSICIST

Meet Dr. Sanghita Sengupta, Postdoctoral

researcher at DIPC - San Sebastian. She joined

our SPRING team in late 2020 and has ever

since being a young child loved to stargaze.

"Wondering about the existence of the stars..."

started her interest into the scienti�c world

and nowadays she examines the

exciting  properties of new materials and

topological phases of matter, such as

graphene. 

Being a theoretical physicist working on

condensed matter, Sanghita uses her strong

skill sets of curiosity, dedication, and detail

orientation to learn more about computer

animated material models that are based on

pure mathematics. She also points out that

"pursuing an international career as a scientist

craves to be open-minded and to network.

Scienti�c greatness needs frequent knowledge

exchange and at the best a likeminded team of

colleagues to thrive. 

"I wanted to become a surgeon!" But then

chemistry crossed his path and a desire to

manipulate molecules, build new ones, and

design life-saving drugs or materials eventually

turned Gabriel Moise into a Dr. of Chemistry.

Understanding the physical laws that govern

the chemical processes at the heart of

biological phenomena helps surgeons save

lives. And that was Gabriel's original

motivation, encouraged by many dedicated

teachers, peers, research advisors and

colleagues.

Choosing to do his undergraduate studies in

Chemistry at the University of Oxford was

motivated by the tutorial system for teaching

offered at this institution. "People should choose

a university they feel provides a learning

environment suitable for their needs and

opportunities for them to grow".



Science is the key to human advancement and

stargazing can be the �rst step for everyone to

unfold their interest in understanding the

world around us. 

Being able to work, think and learn in small

groups alongside regular university lectures,

supported Gabriel to get to where he is today:

researching electron and nuclear spins in

organic molecules and materials as part of the

Oxford SPRING team. This work is aimed at

manipulating the quantum states of these spins

for the purpose of designing new molecular

electronic and spintronic devices.

His advice to aspiring science students is to

"keep being curious about the world around

them, to enjoy not knowing the answers to all

the questions, and to be ready to solve

problems!"

RESEARCH RESULTS

In this section, you will �nd a selection of publications by SPRING consortium partners published in

the second year. 



FABRICATION OF NANOGRAPHENES

ON-SURFACE SYNTHESIS AND COLLECTIVE

SPIN EXCITATIONS OF A TRIANGULENE-

BASED NANOSTAR

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 60, 1 – 6 (2021)

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/a

nie.202108301

QUANTUM TRANSPORT

QUANTUM COHERENT SPIN-ELECTRIC

CONTROL IN MOLECULAR NANOMAGNET

AT CLOCK TRANSITIONS

Junjie Liu, Jakub Mrozek, Yan Duan, Aman

Ullah, José J. Baldovì, Eugenio Coronado,

Alejandro Gaita-Ariño, and Arzhang Ardavan

Nature Physics 17, 1205 (2021)

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41567-021-

01355-4

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/anie.202108301
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41567-021-01355-4


DETECTION OF SPIN IN GRAPHENE

TOPOLOGICAL PHASE TRANSITIION IN

CHIRAL GRAPHENE NANORIBBONS:FROM

EDGE BANDS TO END STATES

Jingcheng Li et al. Nature Commun., 12, 5538

(2021)

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-021-

25688-z

PROBING MOLECULAR EXCITED STATES BY

ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY

Shadi Fatayer et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 126, 176801

(2021)

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/

PhysRevLett.126.176801

AT A GLANCE - PAMPHLET

The SPRING consortium teamed up with a

graphical designer to display the projects

initial idea, its mission, the used techniques

and futuristic vision behind the complex

scienti�c venture. With our pamphlet the

reader can get a quick glimpse of what we do

in a fun and entertaining way.

Moreover, with this easily accessible portrait of

our scientists and their expertise (skill sets) we

can reach a broad audience far beyond the

followers of prestige �lled  scienti�c

publishers. 

Be entertained and learn!

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-021-25688-z
https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.126.176801


GETTING IN SHAPE - THE MOVIE

Moving forward in the project we step ahead and currently work on an animated cartoon with

integrated real life footage with our consortium partners. The cartoon illustrates the commencing of

research on graphene in the past 10 years and what SPRING aims to achieve in the ambition to

improve spin-based logic devices for everyone. In addition, we get an insight into the work and the

expertise of each consortium node.

Combining animated illustrations  and real life footage we aim to promote motivation for science

throughout young students and the broader public. SPRING wants to inform, educate and raise

awareness about the possible scienti�c discoveries and arguments that can rise from our project. We

believe that our cartoon can reach both professionals, and non-expert audiences alike, with humor

and know-how. 

Because science is fun!



NEWS AND EVENTS

In the effort to spread the word about the SPRING project, its aims, its progress, and not the least its

results, we increasingly used our social media channels.

Though COVID 19 still plays an active role in the private and professional life of everyone, we are

slowly gaining more presence for actual events and start travel again. Hence, the second project year

was carried out both online and face-to-face: 

Online event: The website from  "Ring a

Scientist"  reached out to Niklas Friedrich (CIC

nanoGUNE) to educate a 9th and 10th grade

from Bonn - Germany about quantum physics.

A great opportunity to show and explain the

institutes scanning tunneling microscope

(STM) via video. 

Press release:  The publication in Nature

Communications about chiral graphene

nanoribbons that become topological when

narrowed down received lots of attention. It

mirrors the fruitful collaboration between the

DIPC and CIC nanoGUNE SPRING partners: 

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-021-25688-z

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-021-25688-z


Newsletter:  The European Physical Society

(EPS) promotes physics in Europe, notably by

providing a forum for the discussion of

common issues, and through activities at the

the European level.

As our SPRING partners IBM and DIPC

are members of this not for pro�t association

they featured our project in their June 2021

issue. 

https://www.epsmail.org//w/Djq2qaiUNz892u

CFOBdrpXUw

The 2nd annual SPRING project meeting, hosted by our consortium partner in Oxford, took place

on the 12th of November 2021. Due to the continual pandemic status, all of the invited 43

participants gathered online for sharing and discussing the latest exciting research results. 

https://www.epsmail.org//w/Djq2qaiUNz892uCFOBdrpXUw


 

This project has received funding from the

European Union´s  Horizon 2020 research and

innovation program under grant agreement

No. 863098. 

Disclaimer: The contents included in the

present newsletter re�ect only the author's

view and the Research Executive Agency

(European Commission) is not responsible for

any use that may be made of the information it

contains. 

Meet us on Twitter where we engage with the open public and scientists

Visit our homepage and learn all about the SPRING project

Follow us on Instagram to see the latest visual project outcomes

https://twitter.com/springfetopen
https://twitter.com/springfetopen
https://www.springfetopen.eu/
https://www.springfetopen.eu/
https://www.instagram.com/springfetopen/
https://www.instagram.com/springfetopen/

